INTRODUCTION TO GEORGES DELBARD NURSERY

Founded in 1935, Pépinières et Roseraies Georges Delbard is currently one of the leading nurseries in France and in Europe. Arnaud Delbard is the third generation of creators of new varieties of fruits and roses.

The nursery production is located in Malicorne, in the center of France over an area of 600 hectares, with greenhouse facilities, laboratories for Research and In Vitro multiplication. Our varieties are present worldwide.

Georges Delbard’s roses are awarded prestigious medals and prizes in international shows. Our most famous garden roses are represented by two main ranges:

**Painters’ roses®**

Roses show exceptional colours combinations with changing effects in the same way Impressionists used little touches of pure colour in their paintings.

**Les Souvenirs d’Amour®**

These voluptuous, romantic roses with a unique charm express the sensitivity and tradition of French gardening.